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Luke Hauser’s latest novel – a Tarot mystery!

A Fool Such As I
A Tarot Mystery
by Luke Hauser
The owner of Arcane Wisdom Magicke Shoppe is dead. His revolutionary new deck, the Trismegistus Meister Tarot, is missing.
Could the culprit be one of the locals on Oracle Street? Perhaps gnostic sage Madame Bluebloodsky? Self-promoting raconteur Alabaster
Crockley? Or maybe feminist maven Wendy Womansdaughter, owner of
the Wiccan Wonderland?
Did the shifty, tie-dyed mountebank from the esoteric street faire have
a hand? And what about millionaire Cornelius De
Roquefort, founder of the Headstone Eclectic Metaphysical Outlet chain?
Will the Universal Pan-Pagan Interfaith Council – UPPIC, the highest authority in the brave new Pagan
world of the Great Return – succeed in hushing up the
affair?
Worse yet, is UPPIC looking for a convenient scapegoat?
Join detective and resident custodian Jeff Harrison as
he immerses himself in the minutiae of Tarot, taxing
all of his intuitive and janitorial skills in a desperate
attempt to clean up the messy affair – before he faces
trial by ordeal!
Print edition or free PDF – DirectAction.org/fool
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Tarot: Divination for Our Times
Deep magic in the Reclaiming Tradition!
Join us for a magical journey through the Tarot, a powerful tool for divination during life’s challenges!
Whether you are an advanced reader or a beginner, the articles and workings gathered in this booklet will help boost
your intuition, offer fresh perspective into your life, sharpen your skills, and draw healing medicine for these troubling
times.
Come meet the Tarot in new and welcoming ways. Survey Tarot lore and practice, take a deep dive into decks, cards, and
spreads, and emerge with a deepened awareness and appreciation for this amazing practical and esoteric tool.
Now is the moment for divination – for drawing forth the divine. Tarot offers a much-needed perspective into the arc of
our lives, so dust off your blues, pull out your deck, and dive in.
This booklet, with pages excerpted from Reclaiming Quarterly magazine and our forthcoming book, Dancing the Spiral,
gives a sampling of various Tarot tools.
– booklet coordinated and edited by George Franklin aka Luke Hauser

Contents of this Booklet
• History of Tarot – a brief overview
• Introduction to Intuitive Divination
• Workings, Exercises, & Games
• Rider-Waite-Smith Cards for Coloring
• Articles & Reviews from Reclaiming Quarterly

Sources
Images – see pages 6.
History of Tarot and Workbook pages from Dancing the Spiral:
A Companion to the Writings of Starhawk, by Luke Hauser.
Visit WeaveAndSpin.org/spiral/

Reclaiming Classes
BayAreaReclaiming.org
WorldTreeLyceum.org
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Tarot History: Divination for the People!
Excerpted from “Magical Ancestors,” part of Dancing the
Spiral – visit WeaveAndSpin.org/spiral
Excerpt from the book Dancing the Spiral, by Luke Hauser
Complete Essay: Magical & Activist Ancestors –
WeaveAndSpin.org/history
Book – print or free PDF: WeaveAndSpin.org/spiral

Around 1440, Italian game-players and artists added a
series of additional cards which today we call the Major
Arcana, and created the game of Trionfi (google for more
information and rules).
The additional cards functioned as trumps in trick-taking
games – as opposed to designating one of the four suits
as trump, as we do today.

The essay surveys Western magical
and spiritual history, highlighting
aspects that have influenced today’s
practices.

Divination for the People!
Although professionals may study for
years, anyone can intuitively read Tarot –
a magical tool for the people!

Other sections cover topics such as
alchemy, the witch trials, Gnosticism, and Arabic astral magic.

Tarot cards were used for esoteric purposes quite early. In one account from
the later 1400s, a card was assigned to
each person at a party, and others said
how they thought it applied (or not).

Tarot has long been the playground of the wildest fantasies,
particularly as regards its origins.
Babylonians, Chinese, Egyptians,
Urgrundians – each theory pushed
the foundations further into the
past without providing more than
a smattering of evidence.

Modern divinatory use of Tarot cards is
first documented (so far) in the mid1700s, probably inspired by popular fortune tellers. Romany people, renowned
as seers and palm-readers, may have
helped popularize cartomancy.

The plethora of myths, far from
discrediting Tarot, are a source
of delight and fascination to the
public, who devour one book after
another on the topic.

Suggestions that Romany people pioneered Tarot divination, while intriguing, are so far unsubstantiated – will evidence emerge as researchers examine
police and court records?

But it makes a nightmare of untangling Tarot’s actual origins.

A common type of deck at that time
(still available today) was the so-called
the Tarot de Marseilles, actually based
on Northern Italian models.

What is the genesis of this strange
oracle which has inspired and
baffled scholars and adepts for
centuries? Whence Tarot?

The Rediscovery of Tarot

Here is one person’s version.
Back to the Roots
Playing cards were introduced into Europe around 1350,
probably from the Islamic Middle East. Their ultimate
source may have been India or China, and they reflect the
same sort of “number” magic as tossing coins or sticks and
noting their patterns.
The earliest known European cards included four suits of
numbered cards plus three or four court cards per suit.
The suits may derive from Medieval Egyptian designs.
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Around 1780, a minor French aristocrat named Court
de Gébelin came across the cards and concluded that
they were a pictorial form of the Egyptian Book of Thoth,
passed secretly through the ages. The idea that the cards
conceal ancient wisdom has been with us ever since.
Several writers expounded Tarot theories during the
1800s. Eliphas Levi integrated Tarot and the numerology
of Hebrew letters to “discover” occult interpretations of
the Major Arcana (most post-1900 scholars have found
this artificial).
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This ethereal theorizing culminated with the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn (see Part VI below), which wove
Tarot into a unified fabric of Western magic that included
astrology, alchemy, Kabbalah, and other arts.
Around 1900, Golden Dawn members Arthur Waite and
graphic artist Pamela Colman Smith created an intricate
yet accessible deck. Re-published in 1971, it has become
“the” iconic Tarot. Originally called the Rider-Waite deck
(Rider was the first publisher), today it is often called the
Waite-Smith deck.
Tarot bubbled underground through the early 1900s.
Eccentric writer Aleister Crowley and painter Frieda Harris
creating the Thoth deck around 1940 (widely available
since around 1968).
With the advent of the new age movement in the 1960s
and 1970s, Tarot exploded. Decks and books multiplied,
readers emerged from the shadows, and scholars began
to study the 500-year trajectory of this colorful magical
tool.
Legacies
Tarot is widely used among magical folk for discernment
and insight – to help with a decision or to show various
perspectives on an issue. Some rituals are built around
Tarot reading.

Bibliography

Some reading is intuitive – interpreting the
images directly. Other
times people read bookmeanings – an evolving
tradition that dates at
least to the 1700s.

Decker, Depaulis & Dummett, A Wicked Pack of
Cards – academic study from origins through the
French revival of the 1700s and 1800s.
Decker & Dummett, A History of the Occult Tarot
– academic study focusing on the English revival
from Golden Dawn to mid-century.

A working known as the
Journey of the Fool uses
Tarot to map out a spiritual quest (see Dancing
the Spiral in Resources).

Decker, The Esoteric Tarot – Hermetic and Cabalistic roots of Tarot imagery and interpretation.
Waite, Pictorial Key to the Tarot – Waite’s classic
intro to his deck.
Huson, Mystical Origins of the Tarot – readable
survey of magical origins of the esoteric Tarot.
Farley, A Cultural History of Tarot – history and
detailed discussions of imagery.

Complete Essay:
Magical & Activist
Ancestors –
WeaveAndSpin.org/
history

Kaplan, The Tarot Encyclopedia – extraordinary
resource volumes from the 20th century’s #1
Tarot collector.
Mary K. Greer’s blog – MaryKGreer.comVisit
WeaveAndSpin.org/spiral for full essay.
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Tarot: A Key Magical Practice
Tarot is one of the most Reclaiming-friendly of all magical tools. With roots dating back to the Italian Renaissance, Tarot
can be used for many types of workings, from games to decision-making
to a journey of the spirit.
The key is intuition – awakening our deep inspiration and awareness
about our own lives, our community, and the planet.
Some people say that when we do divination, it’s not cards we’re readings – it’s our own soul. Tarot cards are simply an aid.
In the following pages we’ll share ideas about intuitive Tarot. But let’s
start with the cards!

Finding the Right Deck
Over the past 60 years, hundreds of Tarot and divination decks have been
created, drawn, photographed, painted, collaged....
Intuitive reading works best with a deck which spurs creative thinking in
the broadest way. Some beautiful or striking decks catch a mood or outlook well – but every card triggers the same response. Look for decks that
stir a broad range of feelings, thoughts, and gut responses.
As with all Reclaiming magic – you are your own best authority. You’ll
know when a deck inspires you.
Maybe you already have a deck you like. Maybe you have a deck or three,
but none of them inspire you. Maybe you have no deck at all.
Not to worry! Tarot decks are available for $20 or less at new age stores or
online. Or see the next page for an online card selector.

Some Good Decks for Intuitive Readings
Rider-Waite-Smith – if there’s such a thing as “the” Tarot deck,
this is it – Arthur Waite’s designs are rich but uncluttered, and Pamela Colman Smith’s calm, introspective artwork mirrors the widest range of moods and emotions. The c. 1910 deck is Eurocentric.
Modern Witch – this recent reworking of the Rider-Waite-Smith
images reflects a broad range of genders, races, and ages.
Motherpeace – created by Vicki Noble and Karen Vogel around
1991, its simple, uncluttered artwork features people of many
cultures, genders, ages, etc. Round cards allow nuanced readings
(eg, what might it mean when a card is not quite straight up, or
rotated a little past upright?).

Tarot images from Motherpeace, Marseilles Tarot,
and an imitation of the Rider-Waite-Smith deck.
Reproduced as fair use with review of decks.
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Marseilles Tarot – reproduction of circa 1750 cards by unknown
artists, with simple, vivid images. Some images go back to older
1400s Tarot decks. Many later decks reflect the Marseilles imagery.
continued on next page
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Tarot: A Key Magical Practice (pg 2)
Tarot Card Drawings – Online!
You can find websites online that let you draw single Tarot cards and/or multi-card spreads, including three-card (our
favorite for intuitive work), Horseshoe, and Celtic Cross.
Here’s a great site that’s active as of 2019. The deck is Rider-Waite-Smith, one of
our recommended decks (see previous page). The site displays the cards with no
interpretations – perfect for intuitive divination!
Tarot Card Generator: serennu.com/Tarot/pick.php

Reading with the Mind’s Eye
Here are a few tips for reading intuitively – see the following pages for more:
• Put away booklets and “expertise” – look to your intuitive response to the cards.
• No one can read for you – all they can bring is questions and random insights.
• Look at the pictures and describe – let the images awaken your intuition.
• Pay attention to first thoughts and reactions – there is no wrong response.

Everything You Need to “Know” to Get Started
(1) There are three types of cards in a standard 78-card Tarot deck: Court cards,
Minor Arcana, and Major Arcana. See “Jargon” below for details.
(2) No card has a fixed meaning, and no one else can tell you the cards’ meanings
for you. The magic of Tarot is within you – let the images awaken your intuition to
meanings that are uniquely yours.
(3) Some people like to pull cards with
their non-throwing hand – ie, their receptive hand. Pull cards and lay them face
down, according to the spread you are doing (see “Jargon” below). As you read,
turn them up one at a time and contemplate them. At the end, look at all of them
together. Write in your journal.

Tarot Jargon
Cartomancy – divination using cards. “-mancy” is a Greek stem meaning divination – hence geomancy, lunamancy, pyromancy, etc.
Court Cards – these 16 cards, called King, Queen, Knight, Page, or sometimes
different titles, are similar to the face cards in playing-card decks.
Crossing Card – an additional card which adds to the meaning of the card it
crosses. The Celtic Cross layout builds in a crossing card – and you can add more!
Divination – using a magical tool such as Tarot, pendulums, fire-scrying, rockreading, etc, to discover our own true meanings, attitudes, and intentions. Divination gives voice to the divine within each of us (see Workings: Divination).
continued on next page
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Tarot: A Key Magical Practice (pg 3)
Major Arcana – the 22 “special” cards not found in playing card decks. In many
decks they are numbered 0-XXI (0-21) in Roman numerals, with names like Magician, Star, or Tower. In the Renaissance game of Trionfi (google for more info),
these cards were trumps. For divination, they’re intriguing, but not inherently
more powerful or meaningful than the minors or court cards. Sometimes it’s
fun and/or enlightening to do an all-majors reading.
Minor Arcana – the 40 cards numbered Ace through 10, as in playing-card
decks. In most modern (post-1900) decks, these cards have pictures corresponding to older divinatory meanings. These images tend to depict situations
that we find ourselves in.
Querent – the one asking a question and receiving a reading – or doing a reading for themselves.
Reader – the one offering a reading, either professionally, as a gift, or for one’s
self.
Spread – the pattern in which cards are laid out, with each card in the pattern
having a particular focus, such as Past-Present-Future, Mind-Body-Spirit, or
more elaborate spreads such as the 10-card Celtic Cross. For intuitive readings,
try simple three or four card spreads (so you can hold the entire spread in your
mind). You can read about other Tarot spreads online.

Tarot Workings in the Following Pages
• Tarot Reading: Quick Intro
• Tarot: Intuitive Reading
• Tarot Games & Exercises
• Tarot: Living Tableaux
• Tarot: Speed Reading
• Tarot Stories
• Tarot: Journey of the Spirit

Tarot images from Motherpeace, Marseilles Tarot,
and an imitation of the Rider-Waite-Smith deck.
Reproduced as fair use with review of decks – page 4.
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Tarot Reading: Quick Intro
INTENT
In Reclaiming we say: “Every person is their own spiritual authority” – and their own best Tarot reader as well!
There are no wrong answers. When you’re not sure, go with your first feeling or thought. Keep gazing at the images.
The following pages share lots of background and workings. Here’s a one-page overview.

PREP
Frame a question: What question or issue do you want to explore with this reading? Or are you simply opening
yourself to what comes through? Write it in your journal.
Spread: Decide on your spread (layout). This intro describes a three-card “Past-Present-Future” spread.
Draw cards face down: When ready – draw three cards and lay them face down as past, present, and future. (You
can do this online too – see page XXX.)

INTUITIVE READING – Four Simple Steps
Take a breath and center yourself, then turn the “past” card up. Take about 15-30 seconds for each step below.
1. Look at the image on the card. Focus on the picture, rather than the number or suit. Name
three things you see with your eyes. Let go of stories and interpretations. Describe what you see.
2. Find one object or being in the card that is “you.” No need
to know or say why. Just feel it.
3. Tell a simple story about what is happening in the card,
including the object that is you.
4. Now say briefly – given your question and the fact that this
card represents “past influences” – what is its meaning for you?
Repeat for present and future cards.
When finished, recall your question, then look at all three cards
together, face up. Soften your eyes and see what overall patterns
emerge.
Write in your journal.
Ready for more? Turn the page!
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Tarot: Intuitive Reading
INTENT
Intuitive reading is a good introduction to Tarot for one person or a group – no prior experience needed.
With intuitive Tarot readings, we are not asking Tarot to predict our future – we’re asking it to reveal our own hidden secrets.
We’re using the power of its magical images to unlock our own inner wisdom.
So first, take whatever experience and knowledge you have about Tarot cards, breathe into it – then set it aside. All that information will just get in the way of your intuition.
Wisdom vs Knowledge
One of the advanced classes in Reclaiming is called Pearl Pentacle (see page 249). Two of the five Pearl points are called Wisdom and Knowledge. We always end up discussing: “What’s the difference?”
Tarot shows the difference – when we work with Tarot, we develop both knowledge and wisdom.
Knowledge helps us learn facts about the history of Tarot, about the occult (ie, secret or hidden – that’s what the word “occult” means) meanings of the images and numbers of the cards. Knowledge is what we can learn from teachers and books.
Wisdom is what Tarot awakens in each of us. Wisdom is our inner truth, unique to each of us. Wisdom is what we seek when
we close the book and listen to our own intuition.
You can gain Tarot knowledge online or in other books – see Tarot Resources on page 294. In this working we’re going to
focus on awakening your deep wisdom by directly encountering the Tarot images.
What About Books?
Can you resist the temptation to “look in the book” that comes with your deck, or one of the many you can buy that “explain
the meanings”? Trust your intuition – set aside the book until you have your own relation with the deck.
If you want to read about Tarot, try Mary Greer’s 21 Ways to Read a Tarot Card. She’ll give you lots of ideas about divination
without telling you “what the cards mean.” That part is for each of us to learn for ourselves.
What Exactly Is Intuitive Reading?
When we read intuitively, we are actually reading our souls! The cards (or other divination methods) are simply tools to help
us gain access to our own deep wisdom, and to the wisdom of our species, our planet, and the cosmos.
Reading intuitively means opening ourselves to the images on the cards – images that echo back through history and
through our own being.
There are no wrong answers or mistakes. Whatever pops into our minds could be a clue to the cards’ unique meaning for us.
Stay with the thread – tools like automatic writing and non-judgmental listening can help us hold our focus as the magic
slowly emerges.
We can help others read intuitively too – instead of showing off our knowledge, we ask questions that help our partner tap
their own wisdom and intuition.
Note – in a class or ritual, these exercises can be used to frame a commitment that can be carried into a further working – use
Tarot as a discernment tool to ask something like: “What is my next step regarding such-and-such issue?” Then do an empowerment working such as Overflowing Cup or Charging with Fire & Flour to charge and empower your commitment.

continued on next page
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Tarot: Intuitive Reading (pg 2)
TIME & SPACE
Quiet space. For a group, space where people can sit in pairs and hear the priestess. No size limit. A bell helps mark changes.
Allow half-hour or more.

PREP
In a group, decide who will priestess this working. Solo – you are your own priestess. You’ll need deck(s), journal, and a bell.
Choose a deck (or decks – if you share, one deck covers about 15-20 people). See preceding page for deck-ideas.
Decide on a type of spread – three-card Past-Present-Future (or Body-Mind-Soul) work well – it’s easy to keep all three cards
in your mind at once. The 10-card Celtic Cross can be complicated for intuitive work – when you’re ready, go for it!
You can print out steps 1-4 below, so you don’t have to keep repeating it. Or write key words on an easel or erase-board.

WORKING – Basic Intuitive Reading
Background: Explain that we are reading intuitively, not by book-learning. Invite people to set aside anything they already
know about Tarot. With intuition, there are no right or wrong answers, only inspirations and insights.
Briefly introduce the spread – for this exercise, we’ll use a three-card “Past-Present-Future” reading.
Invite readers to frame a question. You may do a short guided meditation to help people clear their minds and discover a
question or issue, or simply open themselves to mystery.
When ready – each person draws three cards and lays them face down as past, present, and future.
In pairs, decide who is reading for themselves first, and who is witness. Reader turns their “past” card over, and quickly answers
these questions. Witness can remind the reader of the questions as needed, but otherwise simply listens and encourages.
1. Look at the image on the card. Focus on the picture, not the number or suit. Describe three things you see with your
eyes. Let go of stories and interpretations, and just describe what you see.
2. Find one object or being in the card that is you. No need to know or say why. Just feel it.
3. Make up a simple story about what is happening in the card, including the object that is you.
4. Now say briefly – given your question and the fact that this card represents “past influences” – what does it mean for you?
Witness encourages reader to think out loud and “go with your first glimmer of thought.” There are no wrong answers.
Trade roles, and the second reader does the same steps for their past card. Repeat for present and future cards.
When finished, lay all three cards face up and each take a turn sharing the patterns you notice and any further thoughts.
Come back to the circle and do a go-round where each person shares one word about what they saw or learned.
Solo – Take some time to look at the entire spread. Soften your eyes and see what patterns emerge. Write in your journal.

WORKINGS: Intuitive Tools for Personal Work
Daily Card Altar
Create a Tarot altar – simple or elaborate. Each day, choose a card (randomly, or perhaps work your way through the Majors
of a favorite deck?). Journal about the card – write for a few minutes first thing in the day and again last thing in the day.
What changes? How did the card “play out” through the day?
continued on next page
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Tarot: Intuitive Reading (pg 3)
Maybe you want to dedicate a page per card in your journal, so that you can add later thoughts – or even create a special
Tarot Book of Shadows.
Invoking the Cards
After you cast your circle, try invoking the Tarot cards themselves. Invite the spirit of Tarot into your circle. Flip quickly
through the images and welcome them to your circle. Ask them to speak to you – promise to be a good listener! Remember
to devoke at the end of your working – you can devoke with a simple, “Thanks!”
Ten-Card First-Thought Challenge
Ground and cast a circle. Take a couple of moments and either come up with a divination question, or open yourself to mystery.
Choose 10 cards, face down. Turn over each card – say the first few feelings / ideas / thoughts that pop into your mind. If you
are working in pairs, scribe for one another. Solitary, quickly jot down one or a few words for the card. Repeat for each card.
After 10 cards, go back and underline a half-dozen words – especially any words that you repeated. Write a short poem using
all of these words. In a group, share your poems. Solo, take a breath and read it aloud.
J Book of Shadows – how did this seemingly random reading comment on your life and/or question?
Face Ups
Write a list of moods and emotions that you often feel – for instance, anger, laughter, frustration, boredom, excitement.
Lay the cards face up. Look through them, gradually finding a card that most closely matches each word on your list. Write its
name, and a sentence or two about why this card is the best match.
When you finish your list – flip through the deck face-up and choose a couple more cards that you especially like. At the bottom of your list, write the names of these cards – next to each one, write a sentence saying what appeals to you. Ask: “How
would my life be different if I more often felt like this card? What is one step I can take toward that?”
Automatic Writing
Choose a card, speak its name aloud, and gaze at it for a moment. Then begin writing without lifting your pen from the page.
Write about anything you want, but don’t stop until you have filled at least half a page. Quick glances at the card are okay,
but keep the pen moving. For more, see Workings: Automatic Writing.
Non-Judgmental Listening
Turn up a card, take a breath – and just listen. Let thoughts and judgments drift through your mind without sticking. On each
exhale, let them go. After a few minutes, turn the card face down and write in your journal. For more on this technique, see
Workings: Non-Judgmental Listening.
Create a Unique Card
Invent a new Tarot card. Name it, describe it – you can even draw or collage it. When it’s complete, how will you charge it?
Maybe a song or a special ritual?
Some Reclaiming folks have created their own divination decks. You can google Dory Midnight’s Dirty Tarot, Gaiamore’s Earth
Deck, Seneca’s Creative Liberation Now Tarot cards, and Elka’s Seeds of Wisdom deck.

continued on next page
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Tarot: Intuitive Reading (pg 4)
Workings in the Following Pages
• Tarot Games & Exercises
• Tarot: Living Tableaux
• Tarot: Speed Reading
• Tarot Stories
• Tarot: Journey of the Spirit

Tarot Games
• Doom – this is a quick, fun game. Everyone gives the worst possible reading of a card – especially the happy ones! What is
the most horribly pessimistic interpretation you can give to the Star or the 10 of Cups?
• Scrub-jay lines – in pairs, each draw a card. Set timer for 90 seconds, and argue over whose is best. (See Workings: Boundaries: Scrub-Jay Lines).
• Tell a story – from a face-up deck, choose eight or ten cards and use them to illustrate the story of your life.
• Draw ten cards face down – study them for a moment, then make up a story using every one of them.
• Group story – each player draw five cards. Going clockwise, and as quickly as possible, each person plays a card that adds
to the story. If you’re stumped, you have to draw another card until you can continue the story.
• Go Fish – use Major Arcana as wild cards. If someone asks for your sixes and you have none, you can play a wild card (Major)
instead, and give it whatever number you wish. Try this with a new deck – you’ll get to know the cards quickly.

Crazy Majors Story Telling
Here’s a short, fast-paced story-telling game. Try this when you have ten minutes of spare time at a camp. We used this to
de-brief from the first Mysteries of Samhain camp, and wound up re-telling the whole story of camp, complete with all of the
rituals, our favorite late-night snacks, and the giant bug discovered in someone’s cabin.
The game is similar to Spades or Crazy Eights. Each player draws five or seven cards and holds them in their hand. The goal is
to tell a fast-paced story about camp (or whatever) – and to be the first to run out of cards.
Player #1 lays down any card – for example, the Four of Pentacles – and begins a story that refers to the card (in this case, a
person holding four pentacles). :
“We arrived at camp with all our stuff and got settled in.”
Player #2 can then play a Four, a Pentacle, or a Major – if they have none, they draw cards until they get one. Let’s say they
have the Four of Cups (a person leaving four cups behind and walking away):
“Then we put our stuff aside and began the journey.”
Player #3 might lack Fours or Cups, so they play a Major – let’s say the Chariot: “We hitched up our magical chariot and
plunged ahead!”
After a Major, the next player must play a Court Card – let’s say they don’t have any, so they draw until they turn up the
Queen of Wands:
“Right away we came to a magical priestess, who ordered us to stop!”
Next player can play a Queen, Wand, or Major – and so on, until people run out of cards and the story is complete.
continued on next page
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Tarot: Intuitive Reading (pg 5)
Tarot Check-Ins
A fun, visual way to do personal check-ins. Try this in dyads or triads, so people really have some time to share. It will help to
have more than one deck.
Lay all cards face-up. Invite people to choose three cards that will help them share in a check-in. If two people want the same
card, see if they can share and each use it in their turn.
Get into groups of two or three. Decide who is going first. Others lay their cards face down and give full attention. In one or
two minutes, the person shows the cards and shares why they chose them.

Tarot Card Pantomimes
Priestess tapes a Tarot Major on each person’s back - others look at it and try to help the person guess by pantomiming clues.

Tarot Shadows
Frame a question, or decide that your reading is open-ended.
Lay cards face down and randomly choose ten. Turn them face up and choose your favorite seven cards.
Set those aside, and read the other three cards as your Body / Mind / Spirit shadows (see Tarot Reading: Quick Intro above).

Reversals & Difficult Cards
Reversals and “negative” cards are different things – but they can work together.
No Tarot card is really negative – but some are harder to like than others! If we read just the superficial meanings of Death or
the Hanged One, the outlook won’t be very cheery. But what if we look past the obvious symbols and read other parts of the
card intuitively?
Try the four-step reading above – look at the smaller details of the image – what do you see? What if you deliberately made
up a funny or happy story about the card?
We can also stretch meanings – the Death card can mean the end of mortal life – but it can also suggest changes in general;
the end of a situation (maybe one that you want to end?); a time of rest and repose; and/or a prelude to rebirth. Does the
caterpillar “die” so that the butterfly can be born? How is this a metaphor for situations in your life?
Reversals
A reversal is when we draw a card and it’s upside down. We can ignore this and turn the card upright. Or we can read “reversed meanings” – we can ask what is the opposite of the obvious meaning? What blocks or obstructs the usual meaning?
If the Six of Pentacles shows someone being charitable, a reversed meaning might be greed or stinginess – or it might mean
that I am the one who needs help.
Motherpeace Tarot, which uses round cards, carries this a step further – cards can be upside down, or rotated forward or
backward – imagine the possibilities! No wonder this is such a popular deck.
Can you see how reversed meanings might be useful when drawing negative cards? And also for reminding us that those
wonderfully positive cards like the Lovers or the Star have reversed meanings, too.
Tarot shadows – reversed meanings can be seen as the “shadows” of the usual meanings of cards, and they show us how
complex our shadows can be. The shadow of Justice might be struggling against injustice. The shadow of the Devil card

continued on next page
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Tarot: Intuitive Reading (pg 6)
might be liberation – a positive shadow! Learn more about this at Workings: Shadow.
Reading a Difficult Card – an Example
We did a Tarot working where everyone drew one card and did an intuitive reading. Afterward, a teen said, “I got the Devil
card, and I’m a little freaked out.”
Our group stopped and looked at the card (from the Motherpeace deck), showing a pharaoh atop a pyramid holding smaller
humans in chains. We talked about what was happening in the card, and what thoughts and feelings it called up.
Someone said the card suggested the ways we feel trapped or bound in chains – external chains, or those we put on ourselves.
Someone noticed the hierarchy of the pyramid, with the pharaoh at the top holding others beneath him.
We turned the card upside down – what might a “reversed’ meaning be? If the card is about feeling trapped or chained, then
the reversal might mean breaking out. Or maybe it’s about the ways that we hold ourselves in chains of our own making.
Each person will see different meanings – each unique to their situation.
If this were your card, can you see ways it might apply in your life? Can you see how even a “negative” card can carry very
powerful and ultimately positive meanings?

Tarot Salon – Readings for a Camp
What if people did a Tarot workshop, then later practiced their skills by offering readings to the wider camp – a Tarot salon!
One year we did Tarot workings in Ravens (Teens) Path at Witchlets, and then teens offered readings to the rest of the camp.
Folks who didn’t want to offer readings helped decorate the space and acted as gate-keepers.

Tarot Altar – Wisdom & Knowledge
How about creating a Tarot altar where you can set out specific cards, such as all the Aces, or a particular card such as the
Magician or Tower from several different decks, etc.
Maybe changing the cards can become a mini-ritual of its own.

Tarot Resources
• Mary Greer – Tarot Mirrors, Tarot for Yourself, and 21 Ways to Read a Tarot Card – you’ll gain knowledge and wisdom!
• Cynthia Giles – The Tarot: History, Mystery, and Lore – where did Tarot come from, and why there are so many decks?
• Online Tarot card generator (for readings): serennu.com/Tarot/pick.php

SOLO WORKING
Intuitive Tarot reading is a deeply personal practice. Even in groups, each person usually receives their own reading.
A Tarot altar is a way to become acquainted with a new deck, or to experience cards in new ways. See ideas above.
As a solitary, or with a few friends, close your door and cast a circle. When you read, speak your answers and interpretations
aloud. Consider the possibility that one of your magical ancestors might be listening.
Resisting the Book – Solo Workers Too!
Can you resist the temptation to “look in the book” that comes with your deck? Trust your intuition – set the book aside until
you have your own relation with the deck. Want to read about Tarot? See Tarot Resources just above.
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Tarot: Speed Readings
INTENT
A fast, fun way for a group to do Tarot readings. This can be a good introduction to Tarot, as it invites people to use their intuition to directly encounter Tarot images. It also gives people experience at offering readings to others.
For beginning and experienced readers, these quick readings help strengthen our sense that intuition is the surest guide to
the magic of the cards.
This working lets people explore a personal question, perhaps as part of a larger ritual flow. For instance, if we are doing an Allies
Circle as the main working, we might do a Tarot speed reading first and reflect on what sort of support we need in our life.
The structure we’re using here is called a wagon wheel – two concentric circles facing one another. By rotating the circles, it’s
easy for everyone to switch partners with minimal commotion. (See Workings: Intro: Some Handy Techniques).

TIME & SPACE
This works best for 10-25 people – if larger, break into smaller groups. You’ll need enough space to form a loose circle.
Allow 10 minutes for a one-card reading and 20 minutes for a three-card reading.

PREP
Choose a deck – one deck covers about 15-20 people. A visually rich deck such as the minor arcana of the Inner Child deck,
which few people will have seen before, works well. Other good decks: Voyager; Motherpeace.
Rider-Waite-Smith is rich and multi-layered – but can be familiar, encouraging readers to default to previous knowledge
instead of directly encountering the images. The Thoth deck is too schematic for this work. Avoid decks with words on the
cards.
Decide on a type of spread. You may want to do a single card, but once you’ve done all the set-up, why not go for three? PastPresent-Future or Body-Mind-Spirit are easy for beginners. Celtic Cross is too complicated for this work.
A bell or rattle helps mark changes.

WORKING
Before you begin – explain that we are reading intuitively, not by book-learning. Invite people to set aside anything they
already know about Tarot. With intuition, there are no right or wrong answers, only inspirations.
Briefly explain the spread – for example, a three-card Past-Present-Future reading.
Invite people to frame a question. Perhaps the question relates to the overall theme of the ritual. Or it may be a personal
question. If you’re doing a solo working, take a minute and write this in your journal.
When ready – each person draws one card which will represent Past Influences. Keep it face down.
Now form two equal circles, one inside the other. Outside face in, inside circle face out, so each person is facing another person from the opposite circle. Explain that people will speak one at a time, with their partner silently witnessing.
(1) Priestess rings bell and says: “Outer circle, look at your card and immediately say a few objects or beings you see in the
card – no stories, just what your eyes see. You’ll have about 30 seconds.”
Give outer circle time – then ring bell and repeat: “Now inner circle look at your card and quickly say a few objects or beings
you see in the card.”

continued on next page
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Tarot: Speed Readings (pg 2)
Give inner circle time to read, then ring bell. “Thank your partner. Then outer circle rotates one space to the left.”
(2) Priestess rings bell and says: “Outer circle, take a minute and make up a simple one- or two-sentence story about what is
happening in your card.”
After a minute or so, ring bell and invite inner circle to do the same. Give them a minute to share about their card, then ring
bell. “Thank your partner. Then inner circle rotates one space to your left.”
(3) Priestess rings bell and says: “Outer circle – given your question and the fact that this card represents Past Influences –
what is the meaning of this card for you? Go with your first glimmer of thought. There are no wrong answers.”
After a minute or so, ring bell and invite inner circle to do the same. Give them a minute to share about what they see in their
card, then ring bell. “Thank your partner.”
If you’re doing a 3-card reading, invite people to take a breath and remember their question, then draw a second card for
Present Situation. Again form two circles, with a few people switching sides to mix up the pairings.
Repeat steps 1-3 above for “Present Situation.”
Then do the same for a third card – in this example, “Future Possibilities.”
After all cards are read, rotate once more, and then invite each pair of partners to find a place to sit down together. Decide
who goes first. Take a few minutes and lay all three cards face up and see what patterns you notice, sharing your thoughts
with your partner.
After a few minutes, priestess rings bell and asks partners to switch. Second person reflects on their three cards.
Finally, come back to the circle and do a go-round where each person shares one word about what they saw or learned.
Song – finish with a song such as She Changes Everything She Touches (aka Kore Chant); Let the Beauty We Love.

SOLO WORKING
Working solo, you’ll need a deck and your Book of Shadows.
Choose the cards and lay them face down. Turn them up one at a time and
immediately write your first thoughts about each. When you’ve done all three, set
them side-by-side, take a deep breath, and see what overall patterns arise.
How about a Ten-Card Sprint? How fast can you actually read ten cards?

Death – An Example of a Difficult Card
The Death card – oh no! Our dreams are doomed forever! Abandon all hope!
Or maybe not. How else might we interpret the challenging image on this card?
Notice the scythe-wielding figure is “clearing the ground.” As light bursts behind,
even crowned monarchs get swept aside to make room for what may come next.
Are there parts of your life that you may need to change in order to “clear the
ground” for new dreams to come to fruition? What might need to be pruned away?
Does making changes require chopping off heads? Maybe the card is suggesting
that we could be a bit more gentle than the Grim Reaper? Or maybe not....
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Tarot Stories
INTENT
A fun way to do extended personal check-ins. For some folks, using the Tarot cards will make talking about their lives easier.
Try this on a middle day of path or class (first and last days will be too busy) – allow time for long check-ins.
Tarot tip – this is a non-divinatory way to explore Tarot and engage with the cards without the pressure of “doing a reading”
– a chance to simply look at the images and think about how they might relate to your life.

TIME & SPACE
Room to spread out. Work in groups of two-three people.
Need a Tarot deck for every two-three people. Having several different decks is fun.
Allow five minutes for explanation and gathering cards, and 10 minutes for story-telling.

PREP
Need multiple Tarot decks – at least one for every two to three people so folks have a choice of images (after all, everyone
might want the Lovers or the Fool!). Invite people to bring their own decks if they want.
Any decks are fine, since people will select cards face-up. The familiar Rider-Waite-Smith is great for this work, since people
might already recognize and have associations for the images.
You’ll need a simple way to form triads before drawing cards, along with a timer and a bell to ring changes.

WORKING
Priestess spreads multiple decks face up on the floor or table, mixing them all together. Invite people to gaze at cards and
see their own stories reflected. Using your non-writing hand, choose three to five cards that you can use to tell a story about
what is going on in your life.
When you have your cards, find your triad and a place to sit down. Decide who goes first. Each person will have two minutes
to share their story, with others silently witnessing.
First person talks about what is going on in their life, using the cards as props if they are useful. You may want to lay the cards
out in a pattern if this shows their meaning for you. Or you may wind up ignoring the cards and talking about whatever you
wish – it’s your time!
Check-ins might begin: “I chose these cards because...”
Give first person two minutes, then ring bell and suggest people change. Ring bell again two minutes later and suggest that
third person should be starting.
As time runs out, there may be a lot of chatter in the room as people connect – let this continue for a few minutes.
Transition – ring bell three times to call group back together and move on.

SOLO WORKING
Alone or with a friend, draw face-up Tarot cards to tell a story about what’s going on in your life. Lay the cards out in a pattern
that shows how these parts of your life connect (or how they don’t). Afterward, write in your journal.
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Tarot: Journey of the Spirit
INTENT
Sacred myths often include a journey where the heroine learns skills, faces obstacles, discovers allies, and finally passes a
challenge that demands all of their talent and perseverance.
Journeys make great magical workings. Labyrinth workings are one form of journey, where we travel in and out of the magical circuits. Stations rituals (see Rituals: Stations Format) involve a journey among several workings, culminating in a group
working such as a spiral dance. And going to a Reclaiming WitchCamp is itself a magical journey!
Tarot cards are perfect for personal journey work. The Major Arcana from I to XXI are sometimes seen as the Journey of the
Fool – the Fool (card zero) begins with the Magician
(I) and progresses through the various cards, meeting challenges, allies, and gifts to emerge into the
World at card 21 (XXI).
We can use the Tarot cards to create a story of our
own journey. We choose the beginning and end
of our story with our eyes open – we know where
we are, and we see where we want to go. Then we
draw cards that give us magical information about
obstacles, allies, and challenges.
Solo Working – this working was developed for a
class called The Magical Writer (see page 239 for free
course booklet). Although we’ve used it in groups
and classes, it is actually a personal working, perfect
for a solitary ritual. It explores our personal goals and
dreams, the obstacles that get in our way, and how
we might address them.

TIME & SPACE
Allow 60-90 minutes including creating sacred
space. Any number, but everyone needs their own
deck (or a way to share cards, or an online card
generator). Room for people to spread out a bit.

PREP
Figure out how you’ll create sacred space – for ideas,
see Ritual Skills: Sacred Space: Quick Ways.
Create a Tarot altar for the working – simple or
elaborate. You might want to think about lighting – mysterious, but enough light to see the cards clearly.
Need – a Tarot deck for each person (or a few people can share cards), or an online card generator (see page 286). Use a
favorite deck for this working – whatever calls to you.
Also need – Book of Shadows and pen; drinking water; anything needed for invocations, etc.
You may also need to do some prep for the Charging the Outcome step – see near end of this working.

continued on next page
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Tarot: Journey of the Spirit (pg 2)
Preparing Your Book of Shadows
On a fresh page of your journal or Book of Shadows, write the date and this title: Journey of the Spirit. Under it, write “Question” and leave an inch or so blank.
Below that, copy this list, leaving about an inch under each one (use two pages if needed):
• Self-Signifier
• Call or Challenge
• Obstacle
• Ally
• Testing / Initiation
• Climactic Struggle / Showdown
• Triumphant Conclusion / Return

INTUITIVE READINGS: A Quick Review
See Workings: Tarot: Intuitive Reading above for a full intro to this topic.
Here’s a quick way to read a card for yourself. Try using it for your journey reading, taking a minute or two per card.
Intuitive readings are a way of encountering Tarot as a personal magical tool. The point is to discover your own unique relation with Tarot, rather than looking up other people’s meanings in books.
In intuitive readings there are no wrong answers, only fresh inspirations – the point is to tune into what our inner voice is telling
us. Our first thought is often the truest, least-censored response.
(0) state your question – write it down. Then turn over your card.
(1) name a few objects or beings in the card that catch your eye.
(2) name one object or being that is you.
(3) make up a simple story about what is happening in the card.
(4) say in one or two quick sentences what the card tells you about your question and your life.
J Book of Shadows – write the name of the card and your thoughts. If you feel stuck, write the first thing that pops into your
head. Follow your own muse wherever it takes you, and don’t worry about what other people (or Tarot books) think or say.

WORKING – Journey of the Spirit
When your prep is ready, step out of the space. When you are ready to re-enter, take a breath and let go of any expectations
about what is going to happen. Take a breath and dedicate yourself to the magical flow. Step into the space.
Create sacred space as you have planned – acknowledge First People, ground, cast the circle, invoke elements and allies.
As a final invocation, take a moment and say a few words of welcome to all the storytellers of history – from mothers at the
crib to our favorite novelists. Welcome the magic of stories!
Tarot Reading: Your Question
Take a breath and close your eyes. Take as much time as you need to come up with a question about where your life is going.
It might be specific (“Should I quit playing piccolo and take up the tuba?”), or it might be broad and general (“What can this
reading show me about my art and creativity?”). When you have a question, speak it aloud. If it feels right, write it down in
your book next to the word Question. Speak it again.

continued on next page
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Drawing Your Cards
First, lay the entire deck face up (if online, find a way to view all the cards from a deck). Choose one card that signifies you –
whatever card speaks to you. Then choose a second card (face up) that signifies the “desired outcome” – a card that shows
generally how you want your Question to work out. Lay these two face-up cards about a foot apart.
Shuffle the rest of the cards and lay them face down (or set Tarot-card generator for random). Soften your gaze and let your
non-writing hand hover over the cards. Gradually choose five cards, placing them face down in a row between the two faceup cards. Set the rest of the deck aside.
Online, you may need to draw cards one at a time. If you get a repeated card, you can draw again.
First Card: Self-Signifier
In your Book of Shadows, under the word Self-Signifier, write the name of the first face-up card you chose. Write about why
you chose this card to represent yourself, and what images attracted you.
Second Card: Call or Challenge
The next card, face down, will represent our Call or Challenge. If our journey was an ancient myth, this is the moment where
the main character hears about a monster that threatens their village – and realizes they must fight it.
What will your personal challenge be? Tarot can’t tell you – but it can help you discover it for yourself.
Turn the card over and do a quick intuitive reading. You can follow your own practice, or follow the four-step process above.
Let the card inspire you, not limit you. End by saying what the card tells you about your Call or Challenge. Write down your
first thoughts, along with the name of the card.
Third Card: Obstacle (External and/or Internal)
The next card will give you information about an Obstacle that gets in your way. Sometimes the Obstacle is external – a
person or situation is thwarting us. More often, the true Obstacle is internal – it’s not another person who blocks me, but my
own doubts and fears of standing up to that person or finding a creative solution.
Turn the card over and do a quick intuitive reading, as above. Think about the Question you asked, about your Call or Challenge – then say what Obstacle is getting in your way. Write down your first thoughts, along with the name of the card.
Fourth Card: Ally
Our path may be blocked – but luckily we aren’t alone on our journey. One or more Allies are ready to help. It may be another
person that we need to seek. Or it might be a spirit helper or an animal ally who can bring energies that we need.
We may know some of our Allies. But there may be others we never suspect. Tarot can help discover those hidden Allies.
Turn over the next card and read it as above. For this step, think about your Challenge and the Obstacle you face. Then, along
with the name of the card, spontaneously write what sort of Ally you want or need. Is it a companion? A teacher? A fierce
guardian? A trickster? Don’t worry about being realistic or following the card – ask for what you want and need.
Fifth Card: Testing / Initiation
A magical journey often includes some sort of instruction, followed by a Test or Initiation. If the heroine is going to face their
challenge, they need to gain (and prove) some new skills.
What new skills or knowledge do you need to answer your challenge? Turn over the next card and do an intuitive reading, as
above. Think again about your Challenge, your Obstacle, and your Ally. Then, along with the name of the card, write about
what new skills or knowledge you might need to gain. Write whatever comes to mind.
continued on next page
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Sixth Card: Climactic Struggle / Showdown
Nearly every great myth, legend, or fairy tale winds up with a Climactic Struggle. Sometimes it’s a battle with demons, such
as Beowulf. Other times it’s a showdown with an authority figure, such as the stepmother in Cinderella.
In real life, our struggles are usually less epic. Maybe our “Showdown” is a difficult talk with a parent, friend, or boss. Sometimes it’s a change in our life, such as a commitment to study for a big exam in a class we hate, or a decision to eat healthier
food.
You have framed a Question, answered a Call, and traced the steps of a magical journey. What Showdown or change is
needed to bring the journey to completion?
Turn over the next card and do an intuitive reading, as above. Consider what action needs to be taken – and especially what
difficult decisions need to be made. Along with the name of the card, write your thoughts – and consider writing at least one
concrete step that you can take.
Seventh Card: Triumphant Conclusion
You’ve reached the final card, which you drew face-up – it’s your ideal outcome, chosen before you had any idea of the path
you would travel. How does the card look now? Is it still your desired outcome?
Close your eyes and take a breath. Open your eyes and do a quick intuitive reading, as above. For the final step, say aloud
what this card means as far as the outcome of your Question and your entire Journey.
Then, along with the name of the card, write your thoughts.
If you are satisfied, you’re ready to empower the outcome. However, if your final card now seems less than ideal, flip through
the deck face-up until you find a “desired outcome” card that you prefer. Write a bit about why you would prefer this conclusion to your journey, including possible problems and pitfalls.
Charging the Outcome
As part of your Journey, you may have written down a concrete step that you feel you can take. If not, do that now.
Read it again. If it seems right, move ahead to the working below. If not, write some more about what action, if any, you feel
you can commit to.
To charge the outcome, you can do
a working such as the Overflowing
Cup – see Luke Hauser’s Dancing the
Spiral – WeaveAndSpin.org/freebies
Opening Sacred Space &
Journaling

The Magical Writer
A Reclaiming-Tradition course!

Inspire your writing, your art,
your creativity, your life:

When you have completed the
working, open sacred space, remembering to devoke whatever you have
invoked.

• magical writing space
• invoking characters and allies

J Book of Shadows – afterward,
take some time to write in your
journal (or you may want to do it before opening your circle). If you’re a
group, see if you can agree on some
journaling time before you move on
to snacks and socializing.
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• integrating your inner critic
• plot, story, and myth
Course booklet – free download
DirectAction.org/magicalwriter
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How to Get Involved with Reclaiming
Reclaiming Websites

Reclaiming Magic Classes
– local, retreats, & online

Reclaiming.org – portal site with basic info about
Reclaiming, links to local groups, etc.
WitchCamp.org – dates and links to our WitchCamps and
family camps in Europe, North America, and Australia.
BayAreaReclaiming.org – local rituals, classes, and
events in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Various Reclaiming communities offer classes and workshops in ritual, activism, personal growth, and more.
For current offerings, join our elists – see info on this page
– and visit our websites:
Reclaiming.org/worldwide.

ReclaimingSpiralDance.org – information, tickets, and
volunteer opportunities for our biggest annual gathering
in the Bay Area, each year around Samhain.
ReclaimingQuarterly.org – archival website of our former newsletter and magazine (1980-2011) – hundreds of
articles, publications, downloadable files, etc.

BayAreaReclaiming.org
Online Reclaiming classes – see top of page XXX.

In the Bay Area for Halloween? Join us for

The Spiral Dance

WeaveAndSpin.org – new Reclaiming Quarterly-sponsored site with current posts, archive highlights, links to
music and videos, and much more.
WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists/ – youtube and spotify
playlists for chants and other recordings.
CampfireChants.org – links to our latest album and past
chants albums.
DirectAction.org – free downloads of activist handbooks
and other resources.
TeenEarthMagic.org – information about TEM, our book,
and other resources.
Facebook – many local Reclaiming groups, camps, and
circles have pages – visit Reclaiming.org/worldwide for
current contacts.

Reclaiming Listserves/Elists
Any interested person can ask to join these lists.

First held in 1979 to celebrate the release of
Starhawk’s book, the ritual is danced each year
around Samhain – the New Year of the witches and
the Bay Area’s biggest magical gathering.
This participatory pageant has become a central
event in the wheel of the year for the Reclaiming
community and beyond.

To join, email us: ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com.
RIDL – Reclaiming International Discussion List – keep up
with classes (including online), WitchCamps, activism, and
more from around the Reclaiming network.
LivRiv – the Living River is the listserve of the Pagan Cluster – keep up with international activist organizing and
find out how you can take part and/or support.
BARD – Bay Area Reclaiming’s elist, open to all who are
interested. Local rituals, classes (online too), music and
nature circles, activist gatherings, and more.

J

Dozens co-create the event, and hundreds gather to
dance the sacred spiral.
If you are in the Bay Area in late October, join us!
Tickets are available online. Many volunteers are also
needed to create this wonderful community ritual.
Visit our website for more information.

Dancing the Spiral

ReclaimingSpiralDance.org
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Campfire Chants – Our Latest Album!
Hre’s our fifth album – and see below for our latest project!
Join us around the WitchCamp bonfire for inspirational
chants and songs perfect for rituals, circles, marching for
peace and justice – and singing along!
Featuring chants written by Starhawk, Suzanne Sterling,
T. Thorn Coyle, Alphonsus Mooney, Laurie Lovekraft, Seed,
Max Ventura, Meg Yardley, and more, these are among our
most-sung chants from WitchCamps, classes, and rituals.
Several are among our favorite activist chants – perfect
for rituals, rallies, and direct actions.
Recorded by a homespun, all-ages chorus accompanied
by conga, guitar, flute, fiddle, clarinet – and even
harmonica and ukulele.
Listen free at youtube, spotify, google, etc. Downloads at
CDBaby, iTunes, and other usual sites.
Proceeds support Redwood Magic and Reclaiming’s
family camps.
CampfireChants.org – links and more info.
WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists – links to all of our chants
on youtube and spotify.

Lyrics & Lore Book – free online!
(or full-color print edition at amazon)
50-page book of interviews, history, and stories about
the chants – plus lyrics and guitar / ukulele chords.
Hear from Ravyn Stanfield (We Are the Rising Sun),
Suzanne Sterling (My Soul), Starhawk (five of her mostloved chants!), and more.
Plus sections on past Reclaiming music, WitchCamps,
activism, the Spiral Dance ritual, and more.
Free download at CampfireChants.org.
Full-color print edition just $15 at amazon. Proceeds
benefit future recordings, publications, and archives

Muy Pronto – Bilingual Chants!
As this book goes to press, our Campfire Chorus has
begun rehearsing songs for a new album of bilingual
Spanish-English versions of our favorite chants – stay
tuned for details!
Info & Demos: CampfireChants.org/ca
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More Chants Albums from Reclaiming
Chants: Ritual Music – 19 classic chants from the early
days, recorded by a chorus and drum.
Second Chants: More Ritual Music – more chants and
songs from the early years, recorded by soloists, chorus,
and folk accompanists.
Let It Begin Now: Music from the Spiral Dance – chants
and songs from our annual Samhain ritual.
Witches Brew: Songs & Chants from the Reclaiming
Cauldron – greatest hits from teachers and musicians
around Reclaiming – including Labyrinth Meditation Music.
Campfire Chants: Songs for the Earth
– post-2000 Reclaiming hits, recorded
by chorus and folk ensemble.
Cánticos Sagrados – bilingual Spanish/
English versions of our favorite chants
(coming soon).
Way to the Well – a 45-minute trance
journey ritual with Starhawk.

WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists – links
to our chants on youtube and spotify.
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Rider/Waite/Smith Tarot
created around 1909 by Pamela Colman Smith (graphics) and Arthur Waite (symbology)
first published 1909 by William Rider & Sons Ltd
line drawings now out of copyright in the U.S.

Reclaiming classes do not prioritize this deck
Each person is invited to work with the decks that call to them.
It is included here because it is a copyright-free deck that is available for coloring.

Coloring the Cards – As You Are Called
Hand-coloring Tarot cards is one way to build relationships with the images.
Here are the Major Arcana from a popular deck.
Unbeknownst to the deck’s creators, the characters in these cards are of
diverse races, ages, classes, genders...
Just as with intuitive reading, you will know how to color these images, and
when to make strategic alterations.
As we say – you are your own spiritual (and artistic) authority.
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Tarot Features
from the pages of Reclaiming Quarterly
& the Reclaiming Cauldron
Over 100 back issues – free at:
WeaveAndSpin.org/back-issues

Reclaiming Newsletter &
Quarterly were published from
1980 till 2011.
Our websites are still active – and
all 100-plus issues are available
as free downloads at:
WeaveAndSpin.org
ReclaimingQuarterly.org

The cauldron

Embodying the Tarot Majors
by MoonCrone – following pages
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My Journey into Embodying the Tarot Majors
by MoonCrone
I began studying and working with Tarot in the late 1980s as a part
of the goddess and feminist movements. I took classes from Suzanne
McAnna and Cat Dancing and read books and collected decks over the
years.
The part of my journey into the Tarot that led me to develop a card for
each of the majors in which I appear in a featured role began at the
2005 Tejas Web Witchcamp, Dancing with Dionysus, in a Path taught by
Suzanne McAnna & Todd Herriot titled The Path the Soul Walks. Campers had been asked to bring some photos of ourselves to use in an art
project and in the Path we created one or two Tarot cards.
Soon after that camp I found myself spending most of my time far from
my home in Texas in order to help my Dad, and myself, through the
first year that followed upon my Mother’s death. We were both trying
to figure out what life would hold for us with this absence at the center
of our relationship. I didn’t have access to most of the types of pagan
activities and responsibilities that kept me busy at home and decided
that this could be a good time to continue exploring a deeper relationship with the cards by attempting to embody each of the 22 majors.
I tackled a few cards at a time. I spent time thinking about how I
wanted to dress, pose, and what other elements I wanted to make part
of the cards by studying the symbolism in assorted decks that I owned.
I then enlisted my girlfriend to take photos of me and embarked on the
bold journey of embodying each of the majors. I used a combination
of photography and collage, taking images from magazines and from
nature catalogs.
The project had that wonderful creative flow that happens when one
finds an idea, medium, and a process that brings a joyful focus, inventiveness, and satisfaction. I didn’t rush through the work and stopped
and started several times as I moved back home and got involved once
more in my local pagan activities. My weight and hair color changed
more than once in the 15 years it took to complete all 22 cards.
I proceeded more or less in numerical order but when I reached the final seven cards I found myself not ready to continue and I took several
years off.
Eventually I did follow through getting someone to take pictures of
me for the final cards but still I didn’t go ahead and tackle those cards
until 2020 when so many activities that seemed essential just stopped.
Perhaps I was awakened by thinking about card number 20 or perhaps
I was inspired by turning 79 during a pandemic and being forced to
consider that I might not get to finish the project if I didn’t get on it
right away. It felt like the time was right and the creative flow returned.
Once I had finished all the cards, I decided to redo a few of the earlier
ones because my view of what The Hierophant, Strength, and Justice
should look like had changed and, I believe, deepened enough to
make me think I needed to do them over. Other cards don’t necessarily
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seem “perfect” to me, but I’m working on “letting go of my ‘perfect’ offering” and will let them be.
The Tower (page 46) was inspired by the idea of the Tower of Babel and
by thoughts of how social media and screens dominate and stand in
for our reality. As symbols of the mighty being brought down, I used a
crown and a top hat to represent the traditional powers in charge. I am
in the frame of one of the screens upside down. I’m wearing a tee shirt
that reads “I talk to myself when I want expert advice,” representing the
ego being disrupted by a powerful shock that results in a completely
new perspective. The snake under the tower and the dove flying up
toward a break in the clouds represent the possibilities for transformation and for hope that something better can emerge once the Tower
comes down.
The Fool (this page) is one of my earliest cards and is discolored by my
foolish choice to use a cheaper glue. I am very fond of the card nonethe-less and no longer own the coat in which I was photographed.
My cat, Persephone, bravely trying to keep me from stepping over the
edge, passed in 2011. There is no going back to this moment. I will have
to trust my wings.
The Moon (page 47) contains some of the classic symbols of the RiderWaite-Smith deck but reflects my very different understanding of lunar
energy. In many decks The Moon is treated as negative (female) energy
and I never felt like that was right for me. Since I carry the magical
name, MoonCrone, I might be expected to see the moon as providing light of a different, but certainly not evil or dangerous, sort. It brings the insight of dreams and the clarity of intuition. I see nothing wrong with those ways of knowing, as
long as one knows when and how to use them. I liked using the Cancer crab, rather than the crayfish. The three Celtic
realms of sky, sea, and earth are represented with water dominant. The dog and wolf represent instinct – of both the
domesticated and wild varieties. The moon itself and the opening to another realm is represented by the swirl of an entire
moon cycle.
Temperance (page 47) – Trying to depict the mixture of the sun’s fire
with water in the Temperance card was not easy to figure out. I liked
using a rainbow stole to echo the prismatic rainbow which can be seen
as either emerging from or pouring into (or both!) the chalice I am holding. The sky and earth are balanced.
The Lovers (this page) – I appear twice (and at two different times and
weights), as the angel blessing the people with love and also as one of
the lovers. I especially loved being able to represent gay couples as the
lovers—love is love and, to me, represents choice regardless of gender or orientation. It was sweet to be able to have my brother and his
husband and me and my wife represent the lovers. I did have to edit the
card after I broke up with the woman with whom I was depicted in the
first version of it.
I identify as a white witch, priestess, queer, lesbian, person with a mobility
disability, and former academic librarian. I weave threads of many communities (Reclaiming, Tejas Web, Feri, RCG, and UU). Finding beauty in nature and
the arts as well as supporting racial, economic, and environmental justice are
my focus along with creating and sustaining a loving home and marriage
with my wife, Lucy, and our cat Lily. I attended Diana’s Grove camps and
SpiralHeart’s recent virtual gathering and have been an organizer, student
teacher and/or attendee at all Tejas Web Witchcamps and Dandelions.
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Missing Tarot Cards
Recently Discovered Major Arcana Omitted from Standard Decks!
When the modern Tarot deck was codified during the early Italian Renaissance, difficult choices were faced regarding which aspects of human
experience would count as Major Arcana, which relegated to Minors, and
which would be left out entirely.
The magical authorities who made these decisions inevitably overlooked
realms of experience which subsequently proved central to human culture
as we know it today: shopping, spectator sports, paying taxes, giving your
cat a bath, and reality television, to name just a few.
Reclaiming’s dedicated team of intuitive archaeologists, fresh from their
work uncovering vestiges of ancient pagan witchcraft covens, has dug
through the imaginary archives and discovered a bunch of Major Arcana
that were omitted from early decks.
We encourage folks to do deep divination with these new cards and begin
to call their energy into the world!
This feature was created by a Reclaiming Tarot class in Summer 2020 –
including re-creating two of the missing cards.
Thanks for the painstaking research by Celia, Mimi, Whitney, Catherine, Rebecca, George, Daisy, Kai, Nolan.
“Ease” from the Lazy Dog Oracle by Kevin & Darcy.

Sarcasm – tongue in cheek and eye rolls, hands with fingers crossed,
snapdragons of many colors (a trickster of the plant family). – Lori
Baby-with-the-Bathwater – arms flinging water from a bathtub, astonished-looking baby riding the wave out of the tub. In a reading it refers
to impetuosity, and may portend a need to let go and act without fear of
consequences. Reversed, it reflects a need for caution. – Victoria
Shoveling – life is full of endless clean-up tasks, the sort things that
must be done, yet quickly get undone. Laundry one washes only to be
dirtied. Meals one spends hours preparing which are gobbled. The card
does not speak of futility, because these tasks are absolutely necessary.
Perhaps the myth of the cleansing of the Augean stables, which fill up
with filth as soon as they are shoveled, would be a lofty interpretation
of this archetypical dilemma. – Rose

More Missing Tarot Cards
Dolly Parton
Pagan Poseurs
Card No. -1
Exile (No. 9.5)
Faerie (Puck), created by Elizabeth De Simone.
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Hypnogogic State (between
waking and sleeping)
Stuck on Hold (No. 12 from
Mystical Accountant Tarot)

Clean Room

Accidentally Muted (from
the Zoom Oracle)

Getting Stuff Done

Priestess of Pleasure
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Grand Slam
The Cosmos
Passing Go
Party!
Lost Keys
Birth (No. -13)
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A special feature from the archives of ReclaimingQuarterly.org

a collection from past RQs

RQ Tarot Compendium
Reclaiming was founded in 1980 as an organizing and teaching
collective. Although there is not an official Tarot class, various teachers
have offered workshops and classes over the years, bringing this timehonored practice into the feminist and activist cauldron of Reclaiming.
These articles were compiled from issues 67-90 of RQ, and are offered
here as an archival feature. Included are artcles from a number of people
who helped integrate this material into the dynamic mix of Reclaiming:
• Mab
• Reya
• Alexandra Genetti
• Brook
• Elka Eastly
• Olwen Aurora Borealis
• Amy Moondragon
• James Wells and more
To find out about Reclaiming classes and retreats internationally, visit
www.Reclaiming.org. You can also join Reclaiming’s International
Elist (RIDL) or the Bay Area elist (BARD). To join either list, email
quarterly@reclaiming.org

Latest Issue Online!
The latest issue of Reclaiming Quarterly
— 60+ pages
of Witchcraft
and Magical
Activism
— is now
available
as a free
downloadable
PDF file at
RQ.org
Each
issue of RQ
brings you
the latest in
activism,
spiritual practices, Reclaiming news,
interfaith pagan humor, and much more!
Visit www.ReclaimingQuarterly.org

Reclaiming Music CDs
Chants & Music available online

Reclaiming has released four CDs of
Earth-based chants and music. All four
are available on our website.

Luz

Many Reclaiming musicians and teachers
have also released CDs. Witches Brew
is a good introduction to Reclaiming’s
musicians.
Visit www.reclaimingquarterly.org/music,
or contact quarterly@reclaiming.org
Reclaiming Quarterly • PO Box 14404, San Francisco, CA 94114 • quarterly@reclaiming.org • www.ReclaimingQuarterly.org
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Campfire Chants – Our Latest Album!
Hre’s our fifth album – and see below for our latest project!
Join us around the WitchCamp bonfire for inspirational
chants and songs perfect for rituals, circles, marching for
peace and justice – and singing along!
Featuring chants written by Starhawk, Suzanne Sterling,
T. Thorn Coyle, Alphonsus Mooney, Laurie Lovekraft, Seed,
Max Ventura, Meg Yardley, and more, these are among our
most-sung chants from WitchCamps, classes, and rituals.
Several are among our favorite activist chants – perfect
for rituals, rallies, and direct actions.
Recorded by a homespun, all-ages chorus accompanied
by conga, guitar, flute, fiddle, clarinet – and even
harmonica and ukulele.
Listen free at youtube, spotify, google, etc. Downloads at
CDBaby, iTunes, and other usual sites.
Proceeds support Redwood Magic and Reclaiming’s
family camps.
CampfireChants.org – links and more info.
WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists – links to all of our chants
on youtube and spotify.

Lyrics & Lore Book – free online!
(or full-color print edition at amazon)
50-page book of interviews, history, and stories about
the chants – plus lyrics and guitar / ukulele chords.
Hear from Ravyn Stanfield (We Are the Rising Sun),
Suzanne Sterling (My Soul), Starhawk (five of her mostloved chants!), and more.
Plus sections on past Reclaiming music, WitchCamps,
activism, the Spiral Dance ritual, and more.
Free download at CampfireChants.org.
Full-color print edition just $15 at amazon. Proceeds
benefit future recordings, publications, and archives

Muy Pronto – Bilingual Chants!
As this book goes to press, our Campfire Chorus has
begun rehearsing songs for a new album of bilingual
Spanish-English versions of our favorite chants – stay
tuned for details!
Info & Demos: CampfireChants.org/cantos-sagrados
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More Chants Albums from Reclaiming
Chants: Ritual Music – 19 classic chants from the early
days, recorded by a chorus and drum.
Second Chants: More Ritual Music – more chants and
songs from the early years, recorded by soloists, chorus,
and folk accompanists.
Let It Begin Now: Music from the Spiral Dance – chants
and songs from our annual Samhain ritual.
Witches Brew: Songs & Chants from the Reclaiming
Cauldron – greatest hits from teachers and musicians
around Reclaiming – including Labyrinth Meditation Music.
Campfire Chants: Songs for the Earth
– post-2000 Reclaiming hits, recorded
by chorus and folk ensemble.
Cantos Sagrados – bilingual Spanish/
English versions of our favorite chants
(coming soon).
Way to the Well – a 45-minute trance
journey ritual with Starhawk.

WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists – links
to our chants on youtube and spotify.
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How to Get Involved with Reclaiming
Reclaiming Websites

Reclaiming Magic Classes
– local, retreats, & online

Reclaiming.org – portal site with basic info about
Reclaiming, links to local groups, etc.
WitchCamp.org – dates and links to our WitchCamps and
family camps in Europe, North America, and Australia.
BayAreaReclaiming.org – local rituals, classes, and
events in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Various Reclaiming communities offer classes and workshops in ritual, activism, personal growth, and more.
For current offerings, join our elists – see info on this page
– and visit our websites:
Reclaiming.org/worldwide.

ReclaimingSpiralDance.org – information, tickets, and
volunteer opportunities for our biggest annual gathering
in the Bay Area, each year around Samhain.
ReclaimingQuarterly.org – archival website of our former newsletter and magazine (1980-2011) – hundreds of
articles, publications, downloadable files, etc.

BayAreaReclaiming.org
Online Reclaiming classes – see top of page XXX.

In the Bay Area for Halloween? Join us for

The Spiral Dance

WeaveAndSpin.org – new Reclaiming Quarterly-sponsored site with current posts, archive highlights, links to
music and videos, and much more.
WeaveAndSpin.org/playlists/ – youtube and spotify
playlists for chants and other recordings.
CampfireChants.org – links to our latest album and past
chants albums.
DirectAction.org – free downloads of activist handbooks
and other resources.
TeenEarthMagic.org – information about TEM, our book,
and other resources.
Facebook – many local Reclaiming groups, camps, and
circles have pages – visit Reclaiming.org/worldwide for
current contacts.

Reclaiming Listserves/Elists
Any interested person can ask to join these lists.

First held in 1979 to celebrate the release of
Starhawk’s book, the ritual is danced each year
around Samhain – the New Year of the witches and
the Bay Area’s biggest magical gathering.
This participatory pageant has become a central
event in the wheel of the year for the Reclaiming
community and beyond.

To join, email us: ReclaimingQuarterly@gmail.com.
RIDL – Reclaiming International Discussion List – keep up
with classes (including online), WitchCamps, activism, and
more from around the Reclaiming network.
LivRiv – the Living River is the listserve of the Pagan Cluster – keep up with international activist organizing and
find out how you can take part and/or support.
BARD – Bay Area Reclaiming’s elist, open to all who are
interested. Local rituals, classes (online too), music and
nature circles, activist gatherings, and more.
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Dozens co-create the event, and hundreds gather to
dance the sacred spiral.
If you are in the Bay Area in late October, join us!
Tickets are available online. Many volunteers are also
needed to create this wonderful community ritual.
Visit our website for more information.

Dancing the Spiral

ReclaimingSpiralDance.org
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